Team Collaboration Agenda
Team: EIP
Meeting Norms:
1. Be on time
2. Respect all opinions

Date: 2/11/2022
Recorder: Christol

Materials to Bring:

Start Time: 11:30

Lexia scores
EIP folders

End Time : 12:15

4 Critical Questions
1. What do we want students to learn? (Essential Standards)
2. How will we know if they have learned? (Team-Developed CFA)
3. What will we do if they don’t learn? (Systematic Interventions)
4. What will we do if they already know it? (Extended Learning)

Members Present
Joanie Christol, Greta Giglio

Action Items

Estimate
d Time

Members Absent
Kerri Hodge (½ day)

Notes

Second Grade

10 mins

Jack Jones will exit when complete with Level 11. Patience, Ezekiel, Belle,
Kylie, and Jayce are level 11 (out of 12) If students are not on grade
level, we are adding 2 units so they can catch up (4 to 6).
Aidan is level 7 - may need to retest.
Are concerns are Aidan (needs to get on grade level - he avoids). Patty
is struggling with level 9 (beginning of 2nd), Kylin, Kassidie, and Aiden.

First Grade

10 mins

Too many kids in this group - 16 with super needs.
Nolan Murphy, Zaidan Laymon (level 3), Samuel is in speech and seems
to be the major concern. Savvy, Thomas, Elaina are probably going to
be exited soon.
Reagan just started level 6. We are very concerned.
Max is a huge concern with behavior - off task, wandering.
Truett & Cooper are also concerns - the parents requested testing.
McKenzie Curry could be having some behavior (off task behaviors).
We will look at adding Murdock from Malone.

Kindergarten

10 mins

All k is making progress in Reading but behaviors are a concern.
Braylee Ellis is still struggling.

3rd Grade

10 mins

Denver is really struggling with comprehension. She was doing well with
Lexia until comprehension. Miranda has been referred. Eli has
behaviors impending his learning. Behavior chart has improved some.
Rowan is struggling academically. Kaylen has made HUGE gains.

Analyzed some writing

10 mins

Focus is capitalization, punctuation, and complete sentences

samples
Conferences

10 mins

Reviewed list of who needs a meeting.

**Homework/Things to do before our next meeting ----

